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WHAT’S IN THE BOX?
A Taste of Tomatoes:
Boy… these tomatoes are just
taking too long to ripen! By
now we should be knee deep in
them...but only a trickle is
coming in. Hopefully by next
week we will have bigger bags
of them.
Arcadia Broccoli: I was surprised that this round of broccoli did as well as it did with
the very high temps last
week… but, while the heads
aren't HUGE, they are really
good.
Red Russian and/or Green
Kale: Leafy greens for you!
Marketmore Cucumbers: The cukes keep coming!
Itachi White Cucumbers: Some of these are a little more yellow than white… but
the taste and texture is really wonderful!
Napa Cabbage (Full): There was supposed to be enough Napa for everyone… but
the same cabbage pest that has raised havoc in the rest of ur cole crps, a pest we
have never had before, hit these hard.
Yellow Wax Beans: This second round of beans is MUCH better then the first…
and they are just starting to mature. There should be bigger bags next week.
They are crispy and very delicate… I like them best raw!
Parsley: Make a nice big bowl of tabbouleh!
Raven Zucchini or SlickPik Yellow Squash: These are basically interchangeable… . I'm not one to sell products that I didn't make… but I have to say that I LOVE

making zoodles with my spiralizer. Once I figured that out, and bought some good
parmesan and olive oil, I never felt like I had too much squash!
Nadia and/or Japanese Eggplant: The yields are still low… but the fruits are
great!
Golden Beets: These are left
over from an earlier succession
and, since we were short on
several crops, we thought you
might like them!

From the Fields
Folks,
Week 8. I just want to
begin by apologizing for the
boxes right now; A host of
issues has conspired to
leave these boxes MUCH
smaller and less diverse
than planned for and there
are few things that I like less than packing days where we just clearly come
up short. It is hard to watch crops that we have tended, since spring, do
poorly, or get sick just as they are coming to harvest. Things can turn so
quickly from abundance to coming up short! Particularly during this time,
when we are all already struggling with bigger issues, it feels bad to not
have a great box of vegetable for you!
The good news is that I feel fairly confident that things should pick up
again, either next week, or the following week, as the next round of crops
reach maturity and, hopefully, the hot weather crops finally start to ripen
fully. All of the crops that we have planted for later in the season are looking VERY good… so I am just trying to focus on giving them everything they

need so that we can, at very least, end strong. We have LOTS of new stuff
that should be ready in around 2 weeks… so… thank you for your patience,
Coming off of two strong summers for tomatoes, peppers and eggplant, it
feels so strange to be in to
August with only small
amounts of those crops
available.
My best guess for next
week: Red Cabbages, Sweet
Onions, Cauliflower, Broccoli, Peppers, Eggplant, Tomatoes, Beans, Cucumbers
and Melons!
More Soon,
Farmer Mike

